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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MEGYN KELLY
‘Putin Interview vs Kelly’s Folly’

6/15/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

On June 2, 2017 a full Megyn Kelly-Vladimir Putin interview (on Russian interference in U.S. election) was posted to Youtube. A link to the video is posted below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7p7MxDfXF4

Megyn Kelly’s interview became “Kelly’s Folly”. She starts with accusation based on “Classified reports.” Putin slams her and said, “Have you seen those classified reports?” She tries to recover by saying, “I read the non-classified version.” (Huh?) Her folly then continued to go from bad to worse! Listen to the exchange above...
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